
30405 Energy Slip On 
Smart slip-on work shoes in microfibre and textile - 
ideal for healthcare professionals in hospitals and the 
medical industry. The smooth upper, a combination of 
microfibre and a neoprene-like textile, makes the shoe 
soft, repels liquids and is easy to clean. With no visible 
seams, the upper can even withstand wiping with 
ethanol. The heel cap, made of a neoprene-like textile, 
can easily withstand being stepped on, making it easy 
to put on and take off the shoes, and giving the same 
shoe two functions. The outsole consists of the 
innovative technology SIKA HexaGrip. The sole is made 
of durable rubber, and the sole pattern consists of 
multiple hexagons, contributing to 360° slip resistance 
and easily redirect liquids away from the sole, providing 
better grip on indoor surfaces. The soft EVA foam 
midsoles make the shoes flexible, lightweight and 
uniquely shock-absorbing. Air bubbles in both the 
midsoles and outsoles, SIKA BubbleTech, ensure 
excellent shock absorption, making each step feel 
lighter and your workday more comfortable. The work 
shoes are metal-free, PVC-free and ESD-approved.

CE Norm EN ISO 20347:2022

Serie Energy

Speciel 
features

Slip On work shoes,  Easy-to-clean microfiber; SIKA HexaGrip 360° slip resistance; SIKA 
BubbleTech; ESD-approved

Outsole The combination of a rubber outsole and an EVA foam midsole provides a durable, 
lightweight, flexible and uniquely shock-absorbing shoe. Air bubbles in both the midsoles 
and outsoles, SIKA BubbleTech, make each step feel lighter and make your workday more 
comfortable.   

Upper Smooth upper in a combination of water-repelling microfibre and a soft, neoprene-like 
textile that makes the shoes soft and easy to keep clean. 

Lining Breathable and sweat-absorbing mesh lining with extra microfibre reinforcement in the 
heel.

Inlay sole/
Insole

Sweat-absorbing PU foam inlay sole with antistatic qualities.   

Industries Food industry, Medical industry, Food Service

Sizes 35-48

Developer, manufacturer and supplier of
safety shoes and work footwear Version: 603-2024


